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SQobold (code 3302)
Mobile four-channel recording and
playback system with psychoacoustic
analyses, sound level measurement
function, GPS, and much more.

Overview
SQobold is a versatile, highly functional measurement instrument for
mobile data acquisition.
With its compact dimensions, SQobold
fits comfortably into a coat pocket.
The high-capacity battery provides up
to six hours of operation. In addition,
SQobold can be operated in front-end
mode in connection with the ArtemiS
suite Data Acquisition Module (HEAD
Recorder).

Features
y Four analog channels, 16 bit / 24 bit
(two-channel playback)
y Dynamic range: up to 97 dB(A)
y Sampling rates: 32, 44.1, 48, and
51.2 kHz
y Highpass filters: 2 Hz / 22 Hz (BNC),
2 Hz / 36 Hz (BHS headset), switchable per channel
y Built-in GPS receiver
y Rechargeable battery for up to six
hours stand-alone operating time
y USB for the connection to the PC
y Internal memory: 64 GB
Connectors
y Headset connector (LEMO) for the
BHS II binaural headset
y Two analog inputs (BNC) with optional
ICP power supply (AC/DC coupling),
switchable individually
y Pulse input (SMB)
y GPS antenna connector (SMA)
y USB host connector (type A)
- USB video (SQP 03) camera
- USB mass storage device
- PCAN-USB adapter: OBD-2,
WWH-OBD-2, CAN, CAN FD
(SQP 04)
- HEAD audio devices (BSU, SQope)
y USB device connector (micro USB)
- Connection to a PC
- Mass storage device (for downloading recordings)
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Small and compact
y Dimensions: 14.3 x 7.8 x 3.4 cm
y Weight: 485 g (1.07 lb)
Touch Display
y High-quality capacitive 10.9 cm
(4.3”) display (9.8 x 5.6 cm)
Binaural recording and playback with
the BHS II headset
y Recording equalization: ID / playback equalization: ID, FF, DF, LIN
Real-time analyses with filtering
(SQP 01)
y FFT/ FFT vs. time / octave / 3rd
octave / time signal / level vs. time /
articulation index / ...
y Loudness vs. time/ spec. loudness /
sharpness vs. time
y Order spectrum/vs. time
y Transfer function / impulse response
/ coherence; triggered operation for
impact measurements
y Real-time filters
Sound level meter function
y One- or two-channel measurements
(two channels e.g. with binaural sensors)
y A , C , and Z weighting
y Equivalent continuous sound level Leq
y Time-weighted instantaneous and
maximum levels, sound exposure
level / level vs. time
SQP 02: loudness (ISO 532-1/DIN
45631/A1), sharpness (DIN 45692),
octave spectra, 3rd octave spectra,
percentiles / FFT spectra ...

The binaural BHS II headset allows
quick and accurate recording, analyzing and playback of noise events.
SQobold can be used as a sound level
meter and calculates the psychoacoustic quantities loudness and sharpness
according to the standard procedures
as well as the conventional quantities
such as sound pressure level. Besides
the headset connector, SQobold features two BNC inputs, a pulse input,
GPS, and allows to connect a USB
camera for additional documentation
of data or the PCAN-USB adapter.
Recorded data is stored in the internal
memory (64 GB). Alternatively, measurements can be stored on a USB
stick.
This makes SQobold the ideal device
for mobile sound and vibration measurements, applications in environmental measuring technologies such
as noise mapping and wind turbines,
soundscape research projects, resolving NVH issues (e.g. during test drives),
and much more.
Optional SQobold packages can be
installed at any time in order to extend
SQobold’s scope of functions for individual requirements.

Connection possibilities
SQobold is the next step in the evolution of the accurate
recording, analysis, and playback technology pioneered
by HEAD acoustics. To make binaural recordings, the
BHS II headset, the BHM III.3 head microphone, and the
HSU III.2 artificial head microphone can be used.
Furthermore, two BNC inputs are available for microphones, acceleration sensors, pressure sensors, etc. A
video camera can be connected via USB. SQobold also
records pulse data and GPS signals and can be used as a
sound level meter.
Operating modes
With its compact dimensions and low weight, its large
internal memory, and its powerful battery, SQobold allows
high mobility making it the ideal measurement instrument
for stand-alone applications.

GPS

BHS

ICP/Analog In

GPS antenna

Analog In/Out/BHS II /
HSU III.2 via CLB I.3/
BHM III.3

ICP sensors
(e.g. HSU III.2 /
BHM III.3)

When operated in front-end mode and connected to a
notebook, tablet (Windows), or desktop PC via USB,
SQobold can be used with the Data Acquisition Module
(HEAD Recorder) of ArtemiS suite, making all the proven
features of the HEAD Recorder available.
For example, the recordings can be further processed
directly in a Pool Project or an Automation Project and
played back via the ArtemiS suite Player.
Display
The large, high-quality touch display provides quick access
to the menus, allowing users to conveniently perform measurements, analyses, or sound pressure level monitoring,
including video and documentation, particularly in mobile
operation.

Binaural recording and playback via the
BHS II headset
Binaural recording and playback
In order to carry out a precise and reliable sound analysis
and assessment, SQobold is used in connection with the
binaural headset BHS II. With this perfectly matched hardware combination, sound events can be recorded, saved,
and played exactly as they would be perceived by human
ears.
Environmental noise can be recorded and evaluated onsite just as easily as noise components in a laboratory, on
a test bench, or even in a vehicle while driving.
This makes SQobold ideal for all measurements where
the human acoustic impression is supposed to remain the
decisive factor for the judgment of sound events.
Thanks to its low weight and high wearing comfort, the
BHS II can be used conveniently even for longer periods
of time. Its adjustable earpieces and headband perfectly
adapt to the shape of a head.
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Micro USB
PC

USB host

Pulse In

Video camera / Pulse sensors
USB stick /
PCAN-USB adapter
/ BSU / SQope

Power In

Comparable to conventional recordings
In order to analyze binaural SQobold recordings and to
compare them to conventional recordings, the binaural
recordings are equalized, i.e. filtered by SQobold.
For this purpose, SQobold uses the ID equalization (Independent of Direction) developed by HEAD acoustics. The
ID equalization fits most real-life sound fields unlike the
diffuse field (DF) and free field (FF) equalizations, which
are rarely used in practice.
When played back with SQobold via the BHS II, the
equalization ensures that listeners have the same acoustic
impression as if they were present in the original sound
field.
Convenient – quick – efficient
The advantages of the binaural technology, the psycho
acoustic analysis options, and the high mobility of
SQobold become particularly apparent when examining
soundscapes.
Preparing and performing a soundwalk could not be simpler.
After turning on, SQobold is quickly configured via its
capacitive touch display, so that you only have to put the
BHS II headset on. The recordings can then be started via
the touchscreen or the button on the side of the device.
The large internal memory provides enough capacity, and
the powerful battery delivers enough energy even for longer use.
The recording can be monitored at any time with a look at
the display, and analyses or filters can be applied easily by
selecting the corresponding functions.
Binaural playback via BHS II
Unlike stereo recordings with conventional microphones,
SQobold recordings using the binaural BHS II headset
reproduce not only the original timbre and volume, but
also the complete spatial structure of the sound field.
Binaural recordings of several different, simultaneous
sound sources – as is typical for road traffic, for example
– preserve all information when played back, so that the
individual sound sources can be selected and located by
the human ear.
Individually optimized hardware
Even high-quality microphones and playback devices are
subject to production tolerances that cause variations in
their transfer characteristics, which impair the recordings
and playback accuracy. Therefore, a BHS II headset purchased together with SQobold is individually calibrated
and equalized prior to shipping. Only in this way, production tolerances can be accounted for and aurally accurate
recording and playback can be ensured.
Of course, you can also install individual equalization filters later or use SQobold to calibrate BHS II at any time.
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Further functions
Sound level meter
Used as a two-channel sound level meter, SQobold can
measure a number of different physical and psychoacoustic
quantities (Leq, loudness, instantaneous and maximum
levels, etc.) and allows to record the time signal.
That way, for example loudness or sound pressure level
can easily be monitored during a measurement and saved
for future evaluation.
Real-time analyses
Besides conventional analysis functions, such as FFT or
octave analyses, SQobold also provides the psychoacoustic
analyses loudness and sharpness.
Psychoacoustics accounts for the fact that human ears perceive sound events in a different way than measurement
instruments, and includes analysis functions adapted to
human hearing characteristics.
SQobold’s analyses can also be applied during monitoring and playback, allowing you to identify weaknesses in
a sound or a sound scenario and to find starting points to
improve sound quality.
Furthermore, SQobold provides real-time filters for targeted analysis, whose frequency, quality, and attenuation
can be changed interactively in the diagram.
SQobold also allows to measure the vibration behavior
and properties of a component. To do so, the object is
first excited with an impact hammer, and the vibration
(structure-borne sound) is recorded with another sensor,
which can be connected, too. SQobold provides triggered
operation in combination with the analyses Transfer function, Impulse response, and Coherence.
Video function
A USB video camera (MJPEG format) can be connected
directly to SQobold. This allows, for example, a measurement situation to be recorded and documented as an
image or a movie.
The video is played back in parallel to the corresponding
measurement.
GPS
For localization and documentation, the GPS functionality
is extremely useful. GPS quantities such as speed can be
displayed during operation, saved along with the recording, and used as control channel for analysis, for example.
The GPS quantities can be decoded in ArtemiS suite. This
allows the travelled path to be displayed, for example, on
a Google Earth map, and much more.
Using the function “merge recordings” of the SQobold
tools, recordings from multiple, non-linked devices can
be synchronized retroactively. It is possible to merge the
beginning of the recordings with sample accuracy.
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CAN FD data in real-time
Using the PCAN-USB adapter from PEAK-System Technik,
SQobold receives and decodes CAN FD, CAN, or O
 BD-2
(WWH-OBD-2 inclusive) data.
When recording, the complete data stream is saved. By
means of the Decoder Project of the ArtemiS suite Data
Preparation Module (ASM 24), users are able to decode
CAN FD or CAN data for analyzing, etc.
In addition, up to four arbitrary quantities can be decoded,
displayed simultaneously in real-time, and used, for example, as trigger criteria. For decoding CAN FD or CAN data,
a corresponding DBC file is needed.
Documentation
Comments, remarks, etc. can directly
be entered manually via the documentation function.
Preconfigured templates are particularly
helpful for written documentation. Such
templates are created in ArtemiS suite
and transferred to SQobold, where they
can be filled in very easily.

Scope of supply
y SQobold (code 3302)
Mobile four-channel recording and
playback system (Basic version)
y Power adapter for SQobold
5 V, 15 W, Coax 5.5/2.1 mm
y CSB VII.0 (code 3350)
Cable pulse SMB ↔ SMB (including BNC adapter), 15 cm (5.9“)
y CUSB III.1 (code 5479-1)
Cable USB (type A) ↔ USB (micro),
1 m (39.4“)
y HSC V.2 (code 3332)
Carry case for SQobold and accessories
y DPF (code 9857)
Display Protection Film, clear
y HEAD Tools DVD (incl. SQobold
Tools and SQobold Simulator)

SQobold Basic Version (code 3322)
y Four-channel measurements
y Interfaces:
- Two-channel headset input
- Two BNC analog inputs (4 x BNC
inputs with CLB I.3 adapter)
- Pulse In input
- GPS connector
- USB host connector (type A)
- USB device connector (micro USB)
y Binaural recording
- Connecting a BHS II headset
(optional)
- Connecting the BHM III.3 head
microphone and the HSU III.2
artificial head microphone (both
optional)
- Equalization: ID
(HSU III.2: ID / FF / DF)
- Equalization for BHS II / BHM /
HSU via SQobold
y Analysis of the recorded time signal

y Binaural playback
- Two-channel playback, adjustable
per channel
- Playback equalization with BHS II:
LIN, FF, ID, DF
- Equalized and level calibrated
playback with recommended headphones via CLJ I adapter: HD IV.2
/ HD IV.1 (optional)
y Trigger
- Pre-trigger / post-trigger / manual,
pulse, GPS, clock / mode (fast,
slow): amplitude, L(lin), L(A) /
slope: rising, falling
y GPS
- Modes: portable, stationary, pedestrian, automotive, at sea, airborne,
…
- Real-time display of GPS values
- Sample-accurate recording time
stamp determination
- An active GPS antenna is required
(CGA I.0 / CGA I.1; optional
accessory)

y Pulses
- Units: rpm/km/h/mph/Hz
y Documentation
- Documentation templates
- Manual editing before/after
recording
y Sound level measurement
- One- or two-channel measurements
- Parallel time and frequency weighting
- A, C, and Z weighting
(LA..., LC..., LZ...)
- F, S, I weighting
(LF..., LS..., LI...)
- Time-weighted current and maximum levels, sound exposure level
as single value
- Level vs. time with adjustable averaging time (time-weighted current
levels and equivalent continuous
sound pressure levels)

ICP is a registered trademark of the PCB Group, Inc.; LEMO is a registered trademark of the LEMO SA; Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft
Corporation; Google and Google Earth are registered trademarks of Google Inc.
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Optional SQobold Packages
SQP 01 FFT Online Analysis

SQP 03 Video

(code 3303)
y One or two channels (an additional
reference channel with system analyses)
y Real-time analyses
- FFT / octaves / 3rd octave / level
vs. time / FFT vs. time / time signal
/ articulation index vs. time / order
spectrum / order spectrum vs. time
- FFT-based: loudness vs. time /
spec. loudness / sharpness vs. time
- System analyses: transfer function /
impulse response / coherence
- FFT size (1024, 2048, 4096,
8192, 16384 samples) / window
(Hanning / rectangular / flat-top) /
Show freq / freq. weighting (Z(lin),
A, C) / order resolution: 0.1 … 1st
order / AI / extended AI /soundfield (FF / DF) / Rec. time signal
(averaging of all activated channels) / A/V/D conversion (acceleration, velocity, displacement)
- Representation: dB or linear (rms)
- Averaging function, with option to
save results in HDF format
y Tolerance schemes (via ArtemiS suite
Tolerance Scheme Editor)
y Playback Analyzer: analysis of saved
recordings
y Online monitoring or playback with
real-time filtering: analysis of the
filtered or unfiltered signal
- Bandstop / bandpass / par. bandpass
- Adjustable quality / frequency /
attenuation / amplification

(code 3305)
y Connection of a USB video camera
(code H0004) with MJPEG format
- Recording of AVI with two-channel
audio track
- Audio track playback parallel to
recorded SQobold audio data
- Zoom function
- Max. 30 pictures/s
- Max. 1280 x 720 pixels

SQP 02 Advanced Level Meter
(code 3304)
y One- or two-channel measurements
y Loudness (ISO 532-1, DIN45631/
A1), sharpness (DIN 45692) N, Nmax,
N5, S, Smax, S5, …
y Free field / diffuse field
y Octave spectra / 3rd octave spectra /
FFT spectra
- Average spectrum, maximum
spectrum, current spectrum (only
monitoring) with parallel frequency
weighting
- Parallel calculation of average
spectra vs. time in an adjustable
interval
- Taktmaximal method / level vs.
time, LAFT, LAFTeq, …
- Percentile
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SQP 04 CAN Bus Support
(code 3306)
y Recording of CAN FD, CAN, and
OBD-2 data via PCAN-USB adapter
y Decoding and displaying CAN FD
data in real-time

Optional accessories
Hardware
y Binaural recording / playback
- BHS II (code 3322)
Binaural headset for recording and
playback
- BSU (code 1508)
Binaural sensor unit for aurally
accurate recordings
- SQope (code 3300)
Digital binaural headset with
USB C connector
y Binaural recording
- BHM III.3 (code 1303)
Head microphone
- HSU III.2 (code 1391)
Artificial head microphone with ICP
microphones
y CGA I.0 (code 9855)
Active GPS antenna incl. cable, 5 m
(16.4’)
y CGA I.1 (code 9856)
Active GPS rod antenna
y DPF-V1 (code 9857-V1)
Display protection film, frosted
y Video camera (code 0271)
(available from HEAD acoustics)
Resolution: HD 720; frame rate: 30
fps; autofocus 10 cm to 10 m
y PCAN-USB adapter (code 0274)
PEAK-System Technik
y RC X.1 (code 9850 from version B)
Remote control
y RC X.2 (code 9851)
Wireless control module for RC X.1
y CLB I.3 (code 9848)
Adapter LEMO 14-pin ↔ 2 BNC,
female, 20 cm (7.9”)
[for connecting microphones and
binaural sensors such as HSU III.2/
BHM III.3]

y CLB IV.1 (code 9826)
Breakout cable LEMO 14-pin ↔ 2 x
BNC, 40 cm (15.7“) [analog out]
y CLJ I (code 9858) adapter LEMO
14-pin ↔ 3.5 mm jack plug
[for connecting HD IV.2 (code 2481)
/ HD IV.1 (code 2380) headphones]
y CLB I.2 (code 9847) adapter LEMO
14-pin ↔ 2 x BNC, male
[for BHS II recordings via BNC]
y SCA II.2 (code 3345)
Car adapter for power supply
Additionally required:
CLO VII.9 (code 3359)
Adapter SCA II.2 ↔ car supply
or:
CXO I.1 (code 5176)
XLR 4-pin ↔ cable lug (2 m) and CLX
III.xx (code 3676-xx), XLR 4-pin ↔
SCA II.2
Software
y ArtemiS suite (code 5000ff)
Software for acoustic and vibration
analysis
- Recordings in front-end mode with
the Data Preparation Module (code
5024), HEAD Recorder
- Creating tolerance schemes /
Sensor Libraries (SENX) / Documentation Templates using Basic
Framework (code 5000)
- Reporting, e.g. for results of the
sound level meter, using the Basic
Report Module
(code 5002)
- Synchronous playback of SQobold
videos (incl. audio) and GPS
information (with OpenStreetMap)
using the Advanced Playback Module (code 5011)

SQobold Tools and Simulator

(included with basic version)
y SQobold Tools
- Transferring equalization filters and
calibration to SQobold
- Synchronizing GPS synchronized
and temporally overlapping
recordings
- Decoding GPS channels
y SQobold Simulator
- Desktop applications with SQobold
functions
- Virtual configurations can be saved
and transferred to a real SQobold

Technical Data
General
Number of channels

4
1 BHS In/Out (2 channels), 2 Analog/ICP In, 1 Pulse In
Connectors
LEMO 14-pin, 2 x BNC, SMB, USB Host, Micro USB, SMA (GPS
antenna), DC jack plug
Connectors via CLB I.3 adapter cable on BHS connector 2 Analog In (BNC) e.g. for HSU III. 2 / BHM III. 3
CPU
600 MHz
Resolution
Up to 24 bit DS audio A/D and D/A converter
Oversampling
128 times (at single speed)
Input voltage:
5 V DC (±5 %), inverse-polarity protection
Power consumption
Quick charging and operation
Max. 2.7 A / max. 13.5 W
Quick charging (device off)
1A/5W
Battery operation
Max. 8 W / typ. 5 W
Power consumption USB
Max. 500 mA, no charging, operation as bus-powered-device
Internal memory
64 GB
Sampling frequencies (internal)
32 kHz; 44.1 kHz; 48 kHz; 51.2 kHz
Jitter (averaged)
141 ps at 48 kHz sampling frequency
Equalization
Recording
ID, LIN (LIN not with BHS II)
Playback
ID, FF, DF, LIN
TFT Touchscreen
LCD color display
10.9 cm (4.3“ / 9.8 x 5.6 cm)
Resolution
480 x 272 pixels
Battery
Battery type
LiPo, 3.7 V, 6100 mAh
Operation time
Typ. 6 h (stand-alone mode, 2 channels with 48 kHz sampling
rate, 2 x ICP, writing on internal memory, Power Save Display)
Charging time (external power supply)
Max. 7.5 h with 1000 mA
Dimensions (WxDxH over all)
143 x 78 x 34 mm (5.6” x 3.1” x 1.3”)
Weight
485 g (1.07 Ib)
Operating temperature
-20 °C to 50 °C (-4 °F to 122 °F)
(0 to 90 % relative humidity, non-condensing)
Storage temperature
-20 °C to 70 °C (-4 °F to 158 °F)
BHS Input
Number of channels
Input impedance
Equivalent noise level with BHS II
ICP supply
Equalization
Frequency range
Ranges:
Level FS (VPP)
S/NFS, electrical (typ.)
Noise, SPL, electrical (typ.)
THD+N (typ.), at 1 kHz, -6 dBFS
Crosstalk (typ.)
(sine 1 kHz, same range, adj. channels)
Analog highpass filters
BNC Inputs
Number of channels
Electric strength
ICP supply
Coupling
Frequency ranges
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2 (LEMO 14-pin)
20 kOhm
Typ. 28 dBSPL(A) (ID equalization)
18 V / 4 mA, ±20 % for BHS II (no TEDS)
ID (recording) / ID, FF, DF, LIN (playback)
0 Hz to 20 kHz
134 dBSPL
124 dBSPL
114 dBSPL
104 dBSPL
20 VPP
6.3 VPP
2 VPP
0.63 VPP
97 dB
97 dB
96 dB
92 dB
41 dBSPL(A) 31 dBSPL(A) 22 dBSPL(A) 16 dBSPL(A)
-78 dB
-79 dB
-81 dB
-80 dB
0.01 %
0.01 %
0.009 %
0.01 %
>100 dB
>100 dB
>100 dB
>100 dB
Switchable: DC / 2 Hz / 36 Hz (1st order, ±10 %)

94 dBSPL
0.2 VPP
84 dB
14 dBSPL(A)
-77 dB
0.014 %
>100 dB

2 (BNC)
30 VPP (max.)
18 V (±2.5 %), 4 mA (±20 %), switchable individually
DC, AC, ICP, ICP/DC
0 Hz to 20 kHz
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BNC Inputs
Coupling
Frequency range
Ranges dB(V)
Ranges dB(V)FS
Level FS (VPP)
S/NFS (typ.)

DC, AC, ICP, ICP/DC
0 Hz to 20 kHz
14 dB(V) 4 dB(V)
-6 dB(V) -16 dB(V) -26 dB(V) -36 dB(V)
20 dB(V)FS 10 dB(V)FS 0 dB(V)FS -10 dB(V)FS -20 dB(V)FS -30 dB(V)FS
28.3 VPP 8.94 VPP 2.83 VPP 894 mVPP 283 mVPP 89 mVPP
97 dB
96 dB
96 dB
93 dB
86 dB
77 dB
99 dB(A) 98 dB(A) 98 dB(A) 95 dB(A) 88 dB(A) 79 dB(A)
THD+N (typ.), at 1 kHz, -6 dBFS
-83 dB
-83 dB
-82 dB
-81 dB
-79 dB
-72 dB
0.008 % 0.008 % 0.008 % 0.009 % 0.01 %
0.03 %
Crosstalk (typ.) (sine 1 kHz, same range, adj. channels) >100 dB >100 dB >100 dB >100 dB >100 dB >100 dB
Linearity (typ.) (sine 1 kHz, HP, AC)
117 dB
117 dB
118 dB
114 dB
103 dB
98 dB
Highpass filter
analog
Switchable: DC / 2 Hz / 22 Hz (1st order, ±10 %)
digital
Higher order, scales with fS
Lowpass filter
analog
30 kHz (1st order) (anti-aliasing)
digital
Higher order, scaled with fS
Pulse Input
Number of channels
Max. pulse frequency
Input voltage range
Low-level
High-level
Input impedance
UIH = 2.5 V
UIH = 5 V
Galvanically separated
Insulation resistance

830 Ω typ.
400 Ω typ
Yes
>1 GOhm

BHS Output (with BHS II headset)
Number of channels:
Nominal level
Inherent noise
THD+N, electrical
THD+N
Equalization

1 (LEMO 14-pin)
110 dBSPL (accuracy at 1 kHz: ±0.1 dB, electrical)
<23 dBSPL(A)
-73 dB (no load)
-57 dB (sine playback at 104 dBSPL, 1 kHz at RL = 110 Ω)
ID, FF, DF, LIN

Analog Out (BHS interface)
Number of channels
Nominal level
Output voltage
S/N
Crosstalk

2 (LEMO 14-pin ↔ 2 x BNC with adapter CLB IV.1)
±0.1 dB at 1 kHz
-10 dB(V) (+6 dB headroom)
74 dB
100 dB at 1 kHz

USB Client (Micro USB)
Connections
Data transfer
Supply

SQobold ↔ PC
480 Mbits/s (max. 10 MByte/s)
5 V, 500 mA

USB Host
Connections
Data transfer
Access to audio data (USB stick)

USB mass storage / video (UVC class) / CAN FD adapter
480 Mbits/s
Reading: up to 17 MByte/s / Writing: up to 3 MByte/s

GPS
Number of channels
Active GPS antenna supply
Internal GPS receiver
Update rate GPS

1 (SMA)
3 V, max. 20 mA
56 channels, -160 dBm, PPS signal
Max. 10 Hz
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1 (SMB)
600 kHz (at fS = 48 kHz)
Max. 0 V to +5 V
0 V to +0.8 V
+2.5 V to +5 V (max.)
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